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New

Literacy Intervention in the Middle Grades
Word Learning, Comprehension, and Strategy Instruction, Grades 4–8
Kevin Flanigan, PhD 
Latisha Hayes, PhD
Foreword by Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD

No two students in grades 4–8 are identical, and many struggle with literacy for different reasons. 
Using a teacher-friendly, hands-on approach, this eminently practical book walks educators 

through the nuts and bolts of literacy intervention in the middle grades. Highlights include “North 
Star” principles to orient instruction, an assessment flowchart, and extended case studies of three 
middle-grades learners. The book offers evidence-based intervention practices for targeting specific 
literacy components, including word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, and comprehension. Teachers 
are guided to plan structured but flexible interventions that promote literacy growth and engagement. 
Sample lesson plans and clear, engaging figures illustrate how to make literacy intervention work for 
all students.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“This book will help preservice and inservice teachers to develop a comprehensive understanding of 
their students as active readers and to target areas of unfinished literacy learning. It will be useful to 
anyone designing multi-tiered systems of support in literacy.” —Stephanie Tatel, MAT, MEd,  
 Coordinator of Literacy, Charlottesville City Schools, VA

“As a reading specialist, teacher educator, and researcher working in middle-grades classrooms since 
1982, I can attest that Flanigan and Hayes have produced an intervention resource that is both deep 
and wide. The authors weave theory and case studies in memorable ways that bring important 
constructs to life. Educators can rely on this book for research-based, explicit, systematic instruc-
tional suggestions—for guidance on where to start and where to go next. The practices in this book 
push hard for measurable progress that kids can see, because for middle-grades learners, there is no 
time to waste.” —Kathleen J. Brown, PhD, University of Utah Reading Clinic

“In this exceptional, one-of-a-kind work, master teachers and mentors Flanigan and Hayes guide 
intermediate and middle-grades teachers to catch students ‘before they fall.’ The book provides the 
foundational literacy knowledge required to teach older students with significant literacy challenges. 
The authors reassuringly demonstrate how to assess, organize, and provide instruction that is 
developmentally based—so very rare in grades 4–8, yet so critical—thereby ensuring that instruc-
tion will be effective, motivating, and lasting. This book will be welcomed as a robust and powerful 
resource for undergraduate and graduate courses and professional development workshops.” 
 —Shane Templeton, PhD, University of Nevada, Reno

CONTENTS

  Foreword, Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl 
 1. Middle-Grades Readers: Introducing Three Case 

Studies and Debunking Common Myths  
 2. Middle-Grades Literacy Intervention:  

“North Star” Principles 
 3. Start with Assessments 
 4. Building Automatic Word Recognition with Aliyah 
 5. Building Fluency with Aliyah
 6. Building Vocabulary with Zach 

 7. Building Comprehension with Zach
 8. Building Writing with Zach to Support  

His Comprehension 
 9. Building Engagement with Andres
 10. Supporting Middle-Grades Students  

Across the Day
Appendix. Differentiating During Interventions: 

Three Options for Organizing and Scheduling

GRADE RANGE: 4–8

December 15, 2022 
7" x 10" Paperback, 266 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-5101-9, $35.00

Hardcover: 
ISBN 978-1-4625-5102-6, $85.00

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Kevin Flanigan, PhD,  
is Professor in the Literacy 
Department at West Chester 
University (WCU) in 
Pennsylvania. He works in 
the WCU Reading Center 
along with master’s students 

to assess and teach children and young 
adults who struggle to read and write.

Latisha Hayes, PhD,  
is Associate Professor in the 
Department of Curriculum, 
Instruction, and Special 
Education at the University 
of Virginia, where she 
teaches courses focused on 

the language structures of English and data-
based decisions to inform interventions for 
students with reading difficulties.

See Also— 
An Essential Book for Systematic 

Reading Assessment in Grades K–8
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New

Design-Based Research in Education
Theory and Applications
Edited by Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD, University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
Emily Howell, PhD, Clemson University 
Anthony Pellegrino, PhD, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Foreword by David Reinking, PhD

Effective research in educational settings requires collaboration between researchers and school-
based practitioners to codesign instruction and assessment, analyze findings to inform subsequent 

iterations, and make thoughtful revisions. This innovative reference and course text examines the theory 
and practice of design-based research (DBR), an important methodology for conducting studies in 
authentic educational contexts. Applications are presented for curriculum development, intervention, 
assessment, and digital contexts, as well as teaching second-language learners. Also addressed is DBR’s 
role in educator preparation, professional development, dissertation research, and technical education.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“This important book describes the contributions of DBR to the planning and development of 
effective collaborative research in schools—a crucial stage in the continuum from early pilot studies 
to randomized clinical trials.” —Chris Dede, EdD, Harvard Graduate School of Education

“Chapters cover what DBR is, how to do it, and specific applications. This book is suitable and 
informative for those just being introduced to the field, as well as for those of us who have been 
using DBR for years.” —Diane Jass Ketelhut, EdD, University of Maryland, College Park

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 324 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4737-1, $38.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4738-8, $88.00
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GRADE RANGE: K–12

2019 • 416 Pages 
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3796-9 
$44.00

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: 4–5

2020 • 306 Pages  
8" x 10½" Paperback  

ISBN 978-1-4625-4081-5 
$35.00

 Bestseller

Differentiated Literacy  
Instruction in Grades  
4 and 5, SECOND EDITION
Strategies and Resources
Sharon Walpole, PhD
Michael C. McKenna, PhD
Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD
John Z. Strong, PhD

This trusted book guides upper  
elementary teachers to design and 
implement a research-based literacy 
program. The expert authors show  
how to teach and assess students in 
differentiated small groups, and explain 
how instruction works in a tiered 
response-to-intervention model. 

“I particularly appreciate the focus on 
vocabulary development. The authors describe strategies that 
would be effective not only during literacy instruction, but also 
during science, social studies, and math!” —Judy Mullins, MEd, EdS,  
 fifth-grade teacher (retired), Spartanburg School District 6, SC 

 Bestselling Practitioner Guide 
and Text

Best Practices in Writing 
Instruction, THIRD EDITION
Edited by Steve Graham, EdD
Charles A. MacArthur, PhD
Michael Hebert, PhD

Well established as a definitive text, this 
book translates research into effective 
guidelines for teaching writing. 
Illustrated with vivid classroom examples, 
the book identifies the components of a 
complete, high-quality writing program. 
Leading experts provide strategies for 
teaching narrative and argumentative 
writing, using digital tools, and more.

“Thoughtfully answers the ‘whys,’ ‘whats,’ and ‘how-tos’ of effective 
writing instruction. Graduate students, general and special 
education teachers, and educational specialists will find the  
third edition packed with information to design and deliver a 
comprehensive writing curriculum.” —Natalie G. Olinghouse, PhD,  
 University of Connecticut

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/graham
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New

Writing and Reading Connections
Bridging Research and Practice
Edited by Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD and Steve Graham, EdD
Foreword by Jill Fitzgerald, PhD

Writing skills are essential for success in the 21st-century school and workplace, but most class-
rooms devote far more time to reading instruction, with writing often addressed in isolation or 

excluded. In this insightful professional development resource and text, leading researchers discuss 
why and how to integrate writing and reading instruction in grades K–12 and beyond. Contributors 
explore how to harness writing–reading connections to support learning in such areas as phonics and 
spelling, vocabulary, understanding genre and text structure, and self-regulated strategy development, 
as well as across content areas and disciplines. Special considerations in teaching emergent bilingual 
students and struggling literacy learners are described. User-friendly features include guiding ques-
tions, classroom examples, and action questions that help teachers translate the research and concepts 
into practice.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Philippakos and Graham fill a chasm in literacy theory and research by assembling scholars who 
have devoted their careers to exploring writing–reading connections. I will use this book in my 
graduate-level literacy classes for both emerging researchers and future teachers. With its coverage of 
components and domains of literacy, applications to content-area instruction, and addressing the 
strengths and needs of distinct populations, this book does the literacy field a great service!” 
 —C. Patrick Proctor, EdD, Boston College

“Chapters demonstrate what a network of reading and writing practices looks like in a classroom, 
how this network can inform instruction, and how this can make the school experience more 
meaningful to and valued by students. I especially like how the chapters capture such a wide range 
of compelling issues and topics.” —George E. Newell, PhD, The Ohio State University (Emeritus)

CONTENTS

   Foreword, Jill Fitzgerald
 I. Introduction to Writing and Reading 

Connections
 1. The History of Writing and Reading  

Connections, Shanahan
 II. Specific Applications of Writing and  

Reading Connections
 2. A Tale of Two Closely Related Skills:  

Word Reading and Spelling Development  
and Instruction, Kim

 3. The Role of Vocabulary in and for Writing, 
McKeown

 4. From Talk to Text: Implementing Student 
Discussions That Matter, Kuhn et al.

 5. Writing to Promote Better Reading 
Comprehension, Graham & Nusrat

 6. Genre and Text Structure in Writing and  
Reading Instruction, Philippakos

 7. Assessment in Writing and Reading, Deane
 8. Self-Regulated Strategy Development:  

Reading Source Materials to Learn and Write, 
Harris & Mason

 9. Writing and Reading Connections  
in the Digital World, Sonia et al.

 III. Writing and Reading Connections in the 
Content Areas

 10. Integrating Writing and Reading Instruction in the 
English Language Arts Classroom, Olson et al.

 11. Writing, Reading, and Social Studies,  
Duke et al.

 12. Liberation through Literacy in Science,  
Lammert & Hand

 13. Thinking Beyond Symbols: Writing and Reading 
in Mathematics, Powell & Hebert

 IV. Writing and Reading Connections with 
Specific Groups of Learners

 14. Writing and Reading with Emergent  
Bilingual Learners, Boardman & Butvilofsky

 15. Addressing the Needs of Students Who Struggle 
with Literacy, Hebert et al.

 16. Integrated Writing and Reading Instruction  
in College, MacArthur

See contributor details:  
www.guilford.com/p/philippakos4

GRADE RANGE: K–12

November 18, 2022 
7" x 10" Paperback, 340 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-5046-3, $35.00

Hardcover: 
ISBN 978-1-4625-5050-0, $85.00

ABOUT THE EDITORS 
Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD,  
is Associate Professor in the 
Department of Theory and 
Practice in Teacher 
Education at The University 
of Tennessee, Knoxville. 

Steve Graham, EdD,  
is a Regents Professor and 
the Warner Professor in the 
Division of Leadership and 
Innovation at Mary Lou 
Fulton Teachers College, 
Arizona State University. 
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New

Closing the Literacy Gap
Accelerating the Progress of Underperforming Students
Thomas G. Gunning, EdD
Foreword by Raven Jones Stanbrough, PhD

Packed with practical tools, this book provides K–6 educators with a research-based framework for 
accelerating the reading and writing growth of underperforming students. Strategies and resources 

are included for building foundational skills, comprehension, and vocabulary; engaging students with 
independent reading and periodicals; developing writing; and implementing tutoring and other extra 
supports. The book gives special attention to helping those most affected by the literacy gap—Black 
and Latinx students, students living in poverty, and students with reading disabilities. Reproducible 
forms and handouts can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 8½" x 11" size.

“Gunning provides a roadmap for creating an equitable reading program that meets students where 
they are and gives them the best opportunity to grow in their reading. I definitely will be returning 
to, highlighting, and sticky-noting this book!” —Kari Richards, MEd, fifth-grade teacher,  
 Carmel Elementary School, Clarksville, TN

CONTENTS

Foreword, Raven Jones Stanbrough
 1. Catching Up
 2. Building Foundational Skills  

to Accelerate Progress
 3. Instruction in Foundational Skills  

and Understandings
 4. Boosting Students’ Basic Reading Levels
 5. Using Extensive Independent Reading  

to Accelerate Literacy
 6. Using the Magic of Periodicals  

to Accelerate Progress

 7. Providing Extra Time
 8. Using Tutoring to Accelerate Progress
 9. Using Comprehension Strategies and Graphic 

Organizers to Accelerate and Deepen Learning
 10. Accelerating Vocabulary Growth
 11. Using Writing to Close the Gap
 12. Helping Those Most Affected by the Literacy Gap
 13. Taking Steps to Accelerate Literacy Progress 

and Close the Gap

 Bestseller

How to Plan Differentiated Reading Instruction
SECOND EDITION
Resources for Grades K–3
Sharon Walpole, PhD, University of Delaware

Michael C. McKenna, PhD
Tens of thousands of teachers have relied on this book to plan and deliver effective literacy instruction 
tailored to each student’s needs. The authors provide a detailed framework for implementing differen-
tiated small-group instruction over multiweek cycles. 

“A smart, ‘must-have’ book for teachers, interventionists, and literacy coaches. Walpole and McKenna 
present a roadmap for a coordinated approach to assessment and instruction, while keeping the 
focus on the needs of individual students.” —Jennifer Allen, MEd, literacy specialist/coach,  
 Waterville Public Schools, ME

GRADE RANGE: K–3   Large, Easy-to- 
Reproduce Format + 
Downloadable Materials2017, 8" x 10½" Paperback, 284 Pages 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3151-6, $33.00

Includes Reproducible Forms and Handouts

GRADE RANGE: K–6

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 284 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4974-0, $35.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4975-7, $85.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Thomas G. Gunning, EdD,  
is Professor Emeritus of 
Reading at Southern 
Connecticut State University, 
where he served as Director 
of the Reading Clinic.  
Dr. Gunning has taught at 

all levels and has been a reading specialist 
and consultant in inner-city schools in 
Philadelphia and Hartford. 

95,000  
In Print
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New

Reading Assessment to  
Promote Equitable Learning
An Empowering Approach for Grades K–5
Laurie Elish-Piper, PhD
Mona W. Matthews, PhD 
Victoria J. Risko, EdD
Foreword by H. Richard Milner IV, PhD

Many standard reading assessment approaches fail to capture the strengths and needs of students 
from diverse sociocultural, linguistic, and academic backgrounds. From expert authors, this 

book guides educators in planning and conducting meaningful, equitable assessments that empower 
K–5 teachers and students, inform responsive instruction, and help to guard against bias. The book’s 
holistic view of reading encompasses areas from text comprehension and constrained skills to building 
trusting relationships and promoting students’ agency. 

Twenty-eight assessment strategies are explained in step-by-step detail, including helpful implemen-
tation examples and 32 reproducible forms that teachers can download and print in a convenient 
81⁄2" x 11" size.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“This book issues a resounding call to remove the cloak of invisibility in literacy assessment and foster 
more informed and equitable instructional practices. Building on their extensive experience and 
research with children and families, the authors make teachers and students visible, and show what 
standard assessments fail to tell us. The book features authentic vignettes with roadmaps to guide 
literacy professionals in implementing assessments in a diversity of school settings across different 
geographic locations. This is a much-needed resource for empowering students and teachers in 
today’s schools.” —Doris Walker-Dalhouse, PhD, Marquette University

“Elish-Piper, Matthews, and Risko definitively place assessment back in the hands of teachers and 
their students. The authors’ strengths-based, humanizing approach to reading assessment puts 
students’ sense of self and agency first, and respects teachers as professionals and decision makers 
about what is right for their students. The book is packed with how-to suggestions, theoretical 
knowledge, and classroom vignettes. Teachers, administrators, and teacher educators will find clear 
guidance on a full suite of assessments that move beyond standardized measures toward ways to 
promote deeper engagement and learning. The authors demonstrate their deep understanding  
of the complex undertaking of assessing each student’s reading identities and abilities.” 
 —Dana A. Robertson, EdD, Virginia Tech

CONTENTS

Foreword, H. Richard Milner IV
 1. The Urgency of Now:  

Addressing Assessment Inequities
 2. Understanding Students’ Funds of Identity
 3. Building Trusting Relationships:  

The Linchpin of Productive and  
Effective Reading Assessment

 4. Using Student Talk to Assess Students’ 
Reading Comprehension 

 5. Assessing Readers’ Text Comprehension
 6. Assessing Constrained Skills within  

the Big Picture of Reading
 7. Using Assessment to Support Students’ 

Development of Agency     
 8. Starting with Student Strengths
 9. Literacy Assessment as Oeuvre:  

Teachers and Students Building  
a Visible Body of Work

Includes Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: K–5

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 340 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4997-9, $35.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4998-6, $85.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Laurie Elish-Piper, PhD, is Dean of the 
College of Education at Northern Illinois 
University, where she also holds the titles  
of Distinguished Engagement Professor  
and Distinguished Teaching Professor.

Mona W. Matthews, PhD, is Professor 
Emerita in the Department of Early 
Childhood and Elementary Education at 
Georgia State University.

Victoria J. Risko, EdD, is Professor Emerita 
at Vanderbilt University, where she taught in 
the language, literacy, and culture program 
within the Department of Teaching and 
Learning.

MENTAL HEALTH AND EDUCATION RESOURCES  
As a leading publisher of education, parenting, and psychology titles, Guilford Press is pleased to offer a selection of free materials to 
teachers, school practitioners, and general readers. Visit our Mental Health and Education Resources Page for a wide range of audio, print, 
and video resources from our books, plus tips, helpful tools, and more featuring Guilford authors. www.guilford.com/MHE-resources
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ss Bestselling Practitioner Guide and Text

Assessment for Reading Instruction
FOURTH EDITION
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD, Kevin Flanigan, PhD, 
and Michael C. McKenna, PhD

This accessible text has given over 125,000 preservice and inservice teachers vital tools for system-
atic reading assessment in grades K–8. The book explains how to use both formal and informal 

assessments to evaluate students’ strengths and needs in all components of reading. Effective, engaging 
methods for targeted instruction in each area are outlined. 

In a convenient large-size format, the book includes 30 reproducible tools, plus an additional multi-
page assessment in an online-only appendix. Purchasers get access to a companion website where 
they can download and print the reproducible materials.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“The authors offer concrete guidance for interpreting assessment results and responding with instruc-
tion….This is an exceptional text for preservice literacy education and for practicing teachers who are 
looking to extend their skills in using assessment to support students’ literacy development.” 
 —Gina N. Cervetti, PhD, University of Michigan

“Provides a comprehensive framework and set of tools for teachers and interventionists to identify 
students’ needs and provide targeted instruction….This is the best reading assessment text available.” 
 —Lori M. Strong, PhD, College of Saint Rose

CONTENTS

 1. Introduction to Reading 
Assessment

 2. General Concepts of 
Assessment

 3. Informal Reading Inventories 
and Other Measures of  
Oral Reading

 4. Emergent Literacy
 5. Word Recognition and 

Spelling
 6. Fluency
 7. Vocabulary
 8. Comprehension
 9. Strategic Knowledge

 10. Affective Factors
 11. Assessing Readers  

in Grades 4–8
 12. Preparing a Diagnostic 

Reading Report
Appendix. Case Studies

Large, Easy-to-  
Reproduce Format + 

Downloadable Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2020, 8" x 101⁄2" Paperback, 345 Pages  
ISBN 978-1-4625-4157-7, $44.00

Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4158-4, $94.00

Free For Adoption

FREE

  
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/stahl4

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD, is a  
literacy consultant and author who focuses 
on translating literacy research into practice. 

Kevin Flanigan, PhD, is Professor in the 
Literacy Department at West Chester 
University in Pennsylvania.

Michael C. McKenna, PhD, was Thomas G. 
Jewell Professor of Reading in the Curry 
School of Education at the University of 
Virginia until his death in 2016.

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

PD

Reading Assessment  
in an RTI Framework
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD
Michael C. McKenna, PhD

From leading experts, this indispensable 
resource presents a practical model for 
conducting reading assessments for 
screening, diagnosis, and progress 
monitoring in each of the three tiers of 
response to intervention. K–8 teachers 
and school personnel are guided to use 
norm-referenced, informal, and 
curriculum-based measures to assess key 
components of reading development. 
 

Developing Reading  
Comprehension
Effective Instruction for  
All Students in PreK–2
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD 
Georgia Earnest García, PhD

This book explains the essential elements 
of comprehension and shares a wealth of 
classroom-tested instructional practices. 
It presents developmentally informed 
strategies for scaffolding comprehension 
skills, using content to promote 
engagement, and implementing 
high-level discussions and writing tasks. 

Includes  
Reproducible Tools

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2013 • 164 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-0694-1 
$30.00

Includes  
Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: PreK–2

2015 • 224 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-1976-7 
$32.00

PD PD

FREE

Titles marked with this symbol in this brochure 
and on our website are available Free For 
Adoption Consideration (FFAC). Most other 

books are available as examination copies for 60-day 
review. If you are teaching a relevant course, go to  
www.guilford.com/professors to request your free or 
examination copy, browse all FFAC titles, and view 
policy details.

FREE E-BOOKS FOR COURSE ADOPTION CONSIDERATION:

Most FFAC texts in this brochure and on our website are also available  
as free e-books. No more waiting for a print copy to arrive in the mail!  
FFAC e-books are provided as PDF files that are paginated and formatted 
just like the printed book. Simply go to the book’s page at www.guilford.com 
and click “download an e-book” if that option is available. You may request  
a print desk copy after adopting the book for your course.  
Visit www.guilford.com/professors for details.

PROFESSORS:  
Request Free  

Print or E-book 
Copies Today!

https://www.guilford.com/books/Assessment-for-Reading-Instruction/Stahl-Flanigan-McKenna/9781462541577?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Assessment-for-Reading-Instruction/Stahl-Flanigan-McKenna/9781462541577?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Developing-Reading-Comprehension/Stahl-Garcia/9781462519767?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Developing-Reading-Comprehension/Stahl-Garcia/9781462519767?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Reading-Assessment-in-an-RTI-Framework/Stahl-McKenna/9781462506941?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Reading-Assessment-in-an-RTI-Framework/Stahl-McKenna/9781462506941?promo=FFLT2
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Expanding Reading Comprehension  
in Grades 3–6
Effective Instruction for All Students
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD
Georgia Earnest García, PhD

Students in grades 3–6 need to use increasingly sophisticated comprehension skills and strategies 
as they read and build knowledge across disciplinary content areas. Grounded in research, this 

book presents effective practices for integrating literacy instruction with literature, science, and social 
studies. Chapters address text selection, vocabulary development, strategy instruction, discussion  
formats, writing to express and expand comprehension, assessment, and more. Ways to meet the 
needs of emergent bilingual and culturally diverse students are highlighted throughout. 

Ideal for preservice and inservice teachers and professional staff development, the book includes 
classroom vignettes, text boxes with easy-to-read instructional procedures, and curriculum resources. 
Helpful reproducible forms can be downloaded and printed in a convenient 81⁄2" x 11" size.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Content literacy, disciplinary literacy, real-world applications of how to teach students in the middle 
grades—this book has it all! Decades of research and theory are translated into practical classroom 
strategies. School leaders and classroom teachers in English language arts, science, and social studies 
can use this book to guide their planning for integrated curriculum design, resulting in unit and 
lesson plans that serve all students. Tips for how to best serve English learners are given throughout 
the chapters. The strategies presented are program-agnostic, yet ensure that high-quality instruction 
permeates middle-grade classrooms.” —Caitlin McMunn Dooley, PhD,  
 State Deputy Superintendent for Teaching and Learning, GA

“The book demonstrates the passion and expertise of the authors, who are committed to integrating 
the content areas and literacy for all students, including multilingual learners. Educators are guided 
to use literacy strategies to simultaneously develop content knowledge and comprehension, and to 
adapt instruction based on students’ English language proficiency. Classroom vignettes and examples 
make the theories and research come to life. The book is user friendly, as the authors share a treasure 
trove of ideas and resources for classroom instruction.” —Okhee Lee, PhD, New York University

CONTENTS

 1. Unifying Theory, Research, and Practice
 2. Teaching Reading Comprehension to  

Students from Diverse Backgrounds
 3. Integrating Comprehension, Thinking,  

and Knowledge Building
 4. Selecting and Working with Texts  

and Digital Resources
 5. Vocabulary Development That  

Supports Comprehension
 6. Strategy Instruction for Narrative  

and Expository Texts

 7. Dialogic Learning: The Power of Discussion, 
Argument, and Debate

 8. Disciplinary Writing Instruction
 9. How to Assess Intermediate Students’  

Reading Comprehension
Appendices
 A. English Language Arts (ELA) College and Career 

Readiness Anchor Standards for Reading  
(NGA & CCSSO, 2010) 

 B. Curriculum Resource Materials
 C. New York State ELA Test Released Questions: 

Generic Questions for Discussions  
or Writing Prompts

Includes Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: 3–6

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 210 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4935-1, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4936-8, $82.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

ABOUT THE AUTHORS 
Katherine A. Dougherty Stahl, EdD,  
is a literacy consultant and author who 
focuses on translating literacy research into 
practice. 

Georgia Earnest García, PhD, is Professor 
Emerita in the Department of Curriculum 
and Instruction at the University of Illinois  
at Urbana–Champaign. 

PD

SPECIAL 
OFFER

Together, Expanding Reading Comprehension in Grades 3–6 and Developing Reading 
Comprehension (grades PreK–2) provide a blueprint for high-quality comprehension instruction 

across the elementary grades. Order both items for $43.95, instead of $64.00 if bought separately!  
Online: www.guilford.com/package/RDCOMP • Phone/Mail: Cat. #RDCOMP

https://www.guilford.com/books/Expanding-Reading-Comprehension-in-Grades-3-6/Stahl-Garcia/9781462549351?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Expanding-Reading-Comprehension-in-Grades-3-6/Stahl-Garcia/9781462549351?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Expanding-Reading-Comprehension-in-Grades-3-6/Stahl-Garcia/9781462549351?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Expanding-Reading-Comprehension-in-Grades-3-6/Stahl-Garcia/9781462549351/package-offer#pr-section?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Developing-Reading-Comprehension/Stahl-Garcia/9781462519767?promo=FFLT2


20% Off + Free Shipping 
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 New—Instant Bestseller

Structured Literacy Interventions
Teaching Students with Reading Difficulties, Grades K–6
Edited by Louise Spear-Swerling, PhD, 
   Southern Connecticut State University (Emerita)

Comprehensive and evidence-based, Structured Literacy (SL) approaches place a high value 
on explicit, systematic, and sequential instruction. This book brings together leading experts  

on key components of literacy to help K–6 teachers design and target SL interventions for particular 
student profiles. 

Including case studies, sample intervention activities, lesson plans, and end-of-chapter application 
activities, the book contains several reproducible tools that can be downloaded and printed in a 
convenient 81⁄2" x 11" size.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Finally! A book for teachers, school administrators, and teacher educators that tackles SL in a format 
that guarantees engagement and learning….Educators will reach for this book time and again to 
expand their knowledge of best practices for helping struggling readers become successful.” 
 —Kathleen J. Brown, PhD, Director, University of Utah Reading Clinic

“Practitioners who teach struggling readers will find themselves returning to this book frequently.  
The contributors are a ‘who’s who’ of literacy experts who focus on key elements of SL and systems 
of language.” —Pamela M. Kastner, EdD, Literacy Statewide Lead,  
 Pennsylvania Training and Technical Assistance Network

Includes Reproducible Tools

GRADE RANGE: K–6

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 244 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4878-1, $35.00

Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-4879-8, $85.00 

ABOUT THE EDITOR
Louise Spear-Swerling, PhD, is Professor  
Emerita in the Department of Special  
Education at Southern Connecticut  
State University.
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Assessing Language  
and Literacy with  
Bilingual Students
Practices to Support English Learners
Lori Helman, PhD
Anne C. Ittner, PhD 
Kristen L. McMaster, PhD

This book guides educators to conduct 
assessments that inform daily instruction 
and identify the assets that emergent 
bilinguals bring to the classroom. 
Effective practices are reviewed for 
screening, assessment, and progress 
monitoring in the areas of oral language, 
beginning reading skills, and more. 

Literacy Coaching in  
the Secondary Grades
Helping Teachers Meet the  
Needs of All Students
Jade Wexler, PhD
Elizabeth Swanson, PhD
Alexandra Shelton, PhD

Too many adolescent learners still 
struggle with reading. This much-needed 
guide shows how to support teachers in 
providing effective literacy instruction in 
the content areas, which can be intensi-
fied as needed within a multi-tiered 
framework. Adaptive Intervention Model 
Coaching was created for grades 6–8, but 
is equally applicable in high school.

PD

Includes
Reproducible Materials

GRADE RANGE: 6–12

2021 • 244 Pages
7" x 10" Paperback

ISBN 978-1-4625-4669-5
$32.00

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

Includes  
Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: K–6

2020 • 230 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4088-4 
$33.00

CONTENTS

 1. An Introduction to SL and Poor Reader Profiles, 
Spear-Swerling

 2. SL Interventions for Phonemic Awareness and 
Basic Word Recognition Skills, Al Otaiba et al.

 3. SL Interventions for Reading Long Words,  
Kearns et al.

 4. SL Interventions for Spelling, Moats

 5. SL Interventions for Reading Fluency,  
Hudson et al.

 6. SL Interventions for Vocabulary,  
Coyne & Loftus-Rattan

 7. SL Interventions for Oral Language 
Comprehension, Zipoli & Merritt

 8. Structured Reading Comprehension Intervention 
for Students with Reading Difficulties,  
Stevens & Austin

 9. Structured Language Interventions for Written 
Expression, Lambrecht Smith & Haynes

 10. Multicomponent SL Interventions for Mixed 
Reading Difficulties, Spear-Swerling

See contributor details: www.guilford.com/p/spear-swerling

EXPLORE OUR TITLES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION:  
www.guilford.com/d/edu/speced

https://www.guilford.com/books/Structured-Literacy-Interventions/Louise-Spear-Swerling/9781462548781?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Structured-Literacy-Interventions/Louise-Spear-Swerling/9781462548781?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Assessing-Language-and-Literacy-with-Bilingual-Students/Helman-Ittner-McMaster/9781462540884?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Assessing-Language-and-Literacy-with-Bilingual-Students/Helman-Ittner-McMaster/9781462540884?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Literacy-Coaching-in-the-Secondary-Grades/Wexler-Swanson-Shelton/9781462546695?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Literacy-Coaching-in-the-Secondary-Grades/Wexler-Swanson-Shelton/9781462546695?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Teaching-Students-with-Moderate-and-Severe-Disabilities/Browder-Spooner-Courtade-Contributors/9781462542383?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Intensifying-Mathematics-Interventions-for-Struggling-Students/Diane-Pedrotty-Bryant/9781462546190?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Intensive-Reading-Interventions-for-the-Elementary-Grades/Wanzek-Otaiba-McMaster/9781462541119?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Essentials-of-Intensive-Intervention/Edmonds-Gandhi-Danielson/9781462539291?promo=FFLT2


20% Off + Free Shipping 
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New

Teaching Readers (Not Reading)
Moving Beyond Skills and Strategies to Reader-Focused Instruction
Peter Afflerbach, PhD

Reading instruction is too often grounded in a narrowly defined “science of reading” that focuses 
exclusively on cognitive skills and strategies. Yet cognition is just one aspect of reading develop-

ment. This book guides K–8 educators to understand and address other scientifically supported factors 
that influence each student’s literacy learning, including metacognition, motivation and engage-
ment, social–emotional learning, self-efficacy, and more. Peter Afflerbach uses classroom vignettes 
to illustrate the broad-based nature of student readers’ growth, and provides concrete suggestions 
for instruction and assessment. The book’s utility is enhanced by end-of-chapter review questions 
and activities and a reproducible tool, the Healthy Readers Profile, which can be downloaded and 
printed in a convenient 8½" x 11" size.

“This book helps teachers across grade levels to reflect on their practice and address the dynamic, 
interactive influences on students’ developmental trajectories. It describes practical classroom-based 
assessments, including the valuable, easy-to-use Healthy Readers Profile.” —Kathryn Champeau, MS,  
 reading specialist/literacy consultant; past president, Wisconsin State Reading Association

CONTENTS

Introduction
 I. Teaching Reading or Teaching Readers?:  

Moving Beyond a Focus on Strategies  
and Skills

 1. Why Teaching Readers Is Different from 
Teaching Reading

 2. Experiencing Cognition, Affect, and Conation in 
Our Reading

 3. Critical Concepts: Definitions and Descriptions
 4. Teaching Readers: A History of Knowing Better 

Than We Are Doing
 5. Testing, the Media, and the “Science of Reading”

 II. Teaching Readers: Examining the Factors That 
Influence Reading Development and Reading 
Achievement

 6. Introduction to the “Other” Factors That Matter in 
Students’ Reading Development and Achievement

 7. Metacognition, Executive Functioning,  
and Mindfulness

 8. Self-Efficacy
 9. Motivation and Engagement
 10. Attributions and Growth Mindsets
 11. Epistemology and Epistemic Beliefs
 12. Conclusions
Appendix. Healthy Readers Profile

Includes Reproducible Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 190 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4861-3, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4862-0, $82.00

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter Afflerbach, PhD, is 
Professor of Education at 
the University of Maryland, 
College Park. He has served 
on National Academy of 
Education and National 
Academy of Sciences  

committees related to literacy and is a  
member of the 2025 Reading Framework 
Committee of the National Assessment of 
Educational Progress. 
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GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2020 • 238 Pages  
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4261-1 
$35.00

Developing Conceptual 
Knowledge through Oral 
and Written Language
Perspectives and Practices, PreK–12
Edited by Melanie R. Kuhn, PhD
Mariam Jean Dreher, PhD
Foreword by Elfrieda H. Hiebert, PhD

This professional resource and course 
text presents expert perspectives on 
building conceptual knowledge and 
vocabulary through reading, writing, 
and classroom discussion. Topics include 
the importance of word study and 
informational texts in early literacy, 
discussion practices that boost compre-
hension, the use of multimodal and 
appropriately complex texts, and more.

 Bestselling Practitioner Guide 
and Text

Bringing Words to Life
SECOND EDITION
Robust Vocabulary Instruction
Isabel L. Beck, PhD
Margaret G. McKeown, PhD
Linda Kucan, PhD

With 500,000 in print, hundreds of 
thousands of teachers have used this 
highly practical guide to help K–12 
students enlarge their vocabulary and 
get involved in noticing, understanding, 
and using new words. The authors are 
trusted experts who draw on extensive 
experience in diverse classrooms and 
schools. 

PD

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2013 • 210 Pages  
6¹⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-0816-7 
$33.00

Free For Adoption
FREE

 
          Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/beck8

Special Offers for Teachers! 
To help build your professional library, Guilford offers a special discount just for PreK–12 teachers!  

www.guilford.com/teachers

https://www.guilford.com/books/Teaching-Readers-Not-Reading/Peter-Afflerbach/9781462548613?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Teaching-Readers-Not-Reading/Peter-Afflerbach/9781462548613?promo=FFLT2
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https://www.guilford.com/books/Bringing-Words-to-Life/Beck-McKeown-Kucan/9781462508167?promo=FFLT2
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New 

Mindful Teaching with Technology
Digital Diligence in the English Language Arts, Grades 6–12
Troy Hicks, PhD, Central Michigan University
Foreword by Lesley Mandel Morrow, PhD

Technology is integral to teaching in the English language arts, whether in-person, hybrid,  
or remote. In this indispensable guide, Troy Hicks shows how to teach and model  

“digital diligence”—an alert, intentional stance that helps both teachers and students use technology 
productively, ethically, and responsibly. Resources and lesson ideas are presented to build adolescents’ 
skills for protecting online privacy, minimizing digital distraction, breaking through “filter bubbles,”  
fostering civil conversations, evaluating information on the Internet, creating meaningful digital 
writing, and deeply engaging with multimedia texts. Dozens of websites, apps, and other tools 
are reviewed, with links provided at the companion website; end-of-chapter teaching points and  
guiding questions facilitate learning and application.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Hicks provides irresistible, ready-to-go tools and resources that can be adapted for different purposes. 
Readers will want to have a device nearby for digital play and exploration. Hicks is writing for right 
now—the timeliness and forward-thinking approach are part of what makes this book so special.” 
 —Kristin Patrick, MLIS, technology integration coach, Noblesville Schools, IN

“Hicks takes readers on a powerful journey toward teaching students to be digitally diligent.  
The book provides a deep-dive exploration of purposeful activities that can be incorporated into 
asynchronous and synchronous instruction.” —Julie Coiro, PhD, University of Rhode Island

Robust Comprehension Instruction  
with Questioning the Author
15 Years Smarter
Isabel L. Beck, PhD 
Margaret G. McKeown, PhD 
Cheryl A. Sandora, PhD 
 —all at the University of Pittsburgh

This practical K–12 teacher resource explains the “whats,” “whys,” and “how-tos” of using 
Questioning the Author (QtA), a powerful approach for enhancing reading comprehension 

and engagement. Thorough yet concise, the book shows how to plan lessons using both narrative 
and expository texts, formulate open-ended Queries, and guide class discussions around them. Also 
provided are steps for gradually transitioning from teacher-led instruction to independent reading.  
The book features extended examples of teachers implementing QtA, as well as four complete texts 
that can be downloaded and printed for classroom use.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“A gem. Beck, McKeown, and Sandora synthesize decades of research and insight to show how teachers 
can effectively and authentically teach comprehension alongside vocabulary in any genre, subject, or 
grade level.” —Jon Gustafson, MA, sixth-grade teacher, Columbia Heights Public Schools, MN

“The pioneering developers of QtA have examined the research, observed classroom discussions, and 
talked with teachers using QtA to further develop their effective approach. They have expanded QtA 
to include vocabulary and writing components along with text discussion.” 
 —Timothy Rasinski, PhD, Kent State University

GRADE RANGE: 6–12

2022, 7" x 10" Paperback, 224 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4803-3, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4804-0, $82.00

Includes Reproducible Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 192 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4479-0, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4480-6, $82.00
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New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Best Practices in Adolescent Literacy Instruction
Third Edition
Edited by Kathleen A. Hinchman, PhD, Syracuse University 
Heather K. Sheridan-Thomas, EdD, Tompkins-Seneca-Tioga Board  
 of Cooperative Educational Services, Ithaca
Foreword by Donna E. Alvermann, PhD

With 50% new material reflecting current research and pedagogical perspectives, this indispens-
able course text and teacher resource is now in a thoroughly revised third edition. Leading 

educators provide a comprehensive picture of reading, writing, and oral language instruction in grades 
5–12. Chapters present effective practices for motivating adolescent learners, fostering comprehen-
sion of multiple types of texts, developing disciplinary literacies, engaging and celebrating students’ 
sociocultural assets, and supporting English learners and struggling readers. The new edition contains 
increased attention to issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion, as well as the latest knowledge about 
adolescents’ in- and out-of-school literacies.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Insightful and engaging, this text provides educators with current knowledge and critical teaching 
applications….I have used selected chapters in graduate courses, and the text was very well received. 
My students came away with both the passion and capability to implement new teaching practices 
and research projects.” —Jacqueline Lynch, PhD, Florida International University

“Presented by a dream team of researchers and educators, the third edition of this text offers 
evidence-based methods that center literacy instruction around adolescents’ strengths, interests, and 
lived experiences.” —Leslie David Burns, PhD, University of Kentucky

Literacy Instruction with Disciplinary Texts
Strategies for Grades 6–12
William E. Lewis, PhD, University of Delaware 
John Z. Strong, PhD, University at Buffalo, State University of New York
Foreword by Lyn Long, PhD and Bilinda Sikes, MA

To develop strong disciplinary literacy skills, middle and high school students need to engage 
with diverse types of challenging texts in every content area. This book provides a blueprint for  

constructing literacy-rich instructional units in English language arts, science, and social studies.  
The authors describe how to design interconnected text sets and plan lessons that support learning  
and engagement before, during, and after reading. Presented are ways to build academic vocabulary  
and background knowledge, teach research-based comprehension strategies, and guide effective 
discussions and text-based writing activities. Special features include sample text sets and 24 repro-
ducible planning templates and other teaching tools; purchasers get access to a Web page where they 
can download and print the reproducible materials in a convenient 8½" x 11" size.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Lewis and Strong have integrated all of the important components of planning literacy-based 
instruction in any discipline. Finally, a reference for teachers that includes evidence-based strategies, 
connections to research, and realistic ways to utilize a range of high-quality texts.” —Cary B. Riches, EdD,  
 Executive Director of Secondary Education, Brandywine School District, Wilmington, DE

“I appreciate the authors’ attention to both discussion and writing as essential contributors to 
comprehension, and I love the chapter on inquiry!” —Sarah M. Lupo, PhD, James Madison University

GRADE RANGE: 5–12

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 430 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4826-2, $40.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4827-9, $90.00

FREE

Free For Adoption  
Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/hinchman

Global Certified Accessible ePub

Includes Reproducible Materials

GRADE RANGE: 6–12

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 288 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4468-4, $33.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4475-2, $83.00
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the Catalog!

Books ideal for professional 
development and school- and 
districtwide training initiatives.  
See p. 23 for details. 

 
Books printed in a  
large-size format for easy 
photocopying. Many include 
downloadable materials.

 

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

Books include a companion 
website, where purchasers can 
access additional resources that 
supplement the book.
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New

Measuring Noncognitive Skills in School Settings
Assessments of Executive Function and Social–Emotional Competencies
Edited by Stephanie M. Jones, PhD, Harvard Graduate School of Education 
Nonie K. Lesaux, PhD, Harvard Graduate School of Education 
Sophie P. Barnes, EdM, Harvard University
Foreword by Timothy P. Shriver, EdD

Relevant for school leaders, educators, researchers, and other stakeholders, this book brings together 
leading experts from multiple disciplines to discuss the current state of measurement and assess-

ment of a broad range of social–emotional and noncognitive skills and present an array of innovative 
tools. Chapters describe measures targeting the individual student, classroom, whole school, and com-
munity; highlight implications for instructional decision making; examine key issues in methodology, 
practice, and policy; and share examples of systematic school- and districtwide implementation.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Contributors are highly regarded experts in social, emotional, and behavioral assessment.  
The volume addresses student-level questions along with classroom-, school-, and system-level 
considerations, including ways to contend with structural inequities. Chapters hold your attention 
with interesting analogies and authentic case scenarios.” 
 —Laura Feuerborn, PhD, NCSP, University of Washington Tacoma

“The editors and authors of this splendid volume are helping the SEL field chart its course via 
scientifically rigorous, culturally valid measurement and assessment. How can measuring and 
assessing children’s noncognitive skills improve teaching and learning? This volume points the way!” 
 —J. Lawrence Aber, PhD, New York University

Designing Meaning-Based Interventions  
for Struggling Readers
Andrew P. Johnson, PhD, Minnesota State University, Mankato

This highly practical book helps K–8 teachers implement effective reading interventions that  
support meaningful comprehension and engage students with interesting, age-appropriate  

texts. Andrew P. Johnson presents a range of strategies for addressing difficulties in the core areas of  
word identification, fluency, and comprehension. Packed with illustrative figures, the book provides 
guidance and tools for assessing reading problems, combining and adapting interventions for 
particular students, planning writing activities to enhance reading, aligning efforts within a response-
to-intervention framework, and designing individualized education programs. 

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Masterfully synthesizes the latest literacy acquisition research and provides critical pedagogical 
practices for targeting each student’s learning needs….Johnson presents interventions that are 
cleverly designed to support accelerative progress, ensuring all students learn to read.” 
 —Mary R. Van Etten, MEd, district literacy specialist/Reading Recovery coordinator,  
 Muskogee Public Schools, OK

“Johnson’s approach shares little with traditional methods for teaching struggling readers—and I 
hope it will initiate needed changes in remedial and special education. If only every teacher 
preparing to become a reading specialist or special educator could read this book before they began 
their student teaching apprenticeship!” —Richard L. Allington, PhD, The University of Tennessee,  
 Knoxville (Emeritus)

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 342 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4866-8, $38.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4867-5, $88.00

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 260 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4577-3, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4578-0, $82.00
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20% Off + Free Shipping 
 Promotional Code FFLT2 

New—Ideal for Parent/Teacher Recommendation

Helping Your Child Overcome Reading Challenges
Diane H. Tracey, EdD

This accessible book explains the causes of literacy challenges and presents research-based guidance 
for helping kids overcome them. Diane Tracey elucidates the multiple cognitive, noncognitive,  

and physiological factors that contribute to reading proficiency. She provides handy checklists  
for determining a child’s strengths and difficulties, and shares engaging activities and practical  
suggestions for targeting each area. Drawing on her dual expertise as a literacy specialist and 
psycho therapist, Tracey offers a unique and holistic framework for supporting children’s health and  
emotional well-being along with their reading development.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“Tracey has written a winner!...It is strongly grounded in research and practice reflecting current 
thinking about how parents or educators can help a child with reading problems. Plentiful examples 
support key concepts and strategies, and the hands-on activities at the end of each chapter are impressive. 
For me, this book is the best on the market.” —Patricia A. Edwards, PhD, Michigan State University

“I read this book with great interest as both a parent and an educator, and came away inspired with 
ideas to help my own children and share with colleagues. Tracey takes us inside the life of the 
developing reader and provides a positive roadmap for joining children on their literacy journeys. 
She situates cognitive reading processes within the landscape of children’s emotional and physical 
development. The book offers stories of real kids and families alongside practical tools, resources, 
and easy-to-implement activities.” —Heather Kenyon Casey, PhD, Rider University

GRADE RANGE: K–5

2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 178 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4380-9, $14.95

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4822-4, $55.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub
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 Bestselling Practitioner Guide 
and Text

Lenses on Reading
THIRD EDITION
An Introduction to Theories  
and Models
Diane H. Tracey, EdD
Lesley Mandel Morrow, PhD
Widely adopted as an ideal introduction 
to the major models of reading, this text 
guides students to understand and 
facilitate children’s literacy development. 
Coverage encompasses the full range of 
theories that have informed reading 
instruction and research, from classical 
thinking to contemporary cognitive, 
social learning, physiological, and 
affective perspectives.

“The balance of theoretical explanations, research ideas, classroom 
applications, and teacher anecdotes makes this an ideal text for 
introductory graduate courses in literacy research and methods.” 
 —Janice F. Almasi, PhD, University of Kentucky

Literacy Changemakers
Bringing the Joy of  
Reading and Writing into Focus  
for Teachers and Students
Kenneth Kunz, EdD
Maureen Hall, EdS
Rachel Lella, EdD
Foreword by Diane Lapp, EdD
Includes Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 156 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-4450-9, $32.00

Breaking Through the 
Language Arts Block
Organizing and Managing  
the Exemplary Literacy Day
Lesley Mandel Morrow, PhD
Kenneth Kunz, EdD
Maureen Hall, EdS
Includes Reproducible Forms, Checklists,  
& Templates

GRADE RANGE: K–6

2018, 7" x 10" Paperback, 232 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3446-3, $30.00

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2017 • 302 Pages  
6¹⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3064-9 
$36.00

Free For Adoption
FREE

 
          Consideration
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40,000  
In Print
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20% Off + Free Shipping 
 Promotional Code FFLT2 

Book Buddies, THIRD EDITION
A Tutoring Framework for Struggling Readers
Marcia Invernizzi, PhD, University of Virginia

Donna Lewis-Wagner, MEd, reading teacher, Albemarle County Schools,  
   Charlottesville, VA

Francine R. Johnston, EdD, University of North Carolina at Greensboro

Connie Juel, PhD, Stanford University

This indispensable guide shows how reading tutors—including educators, volunteers, and  
parents—can deliver individualized lessons for struggling students in grades K–3. Chapters offer 

step-by-step guidance for providing effective one-on-one instruction at the emergent, beginning,  
and transitional stages of reading, and address the needs of English language learners. 

In a large-size format for easy photocopying, the manual features 39 reproducible handouts and 
forms. Tutor training is facilitated by videos of sample sessions (at the companion website). The 
website also gives book purchasers access to downloadable copies of the handouts and forms.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“For struggling readers, tutoring can be the lifeline that brings success in school and beyond….
During and after the COVID-19 era, many children will continue to require a great deal of support 
for getting onto the page. This book enables educators to offer thousands of students the lifeline 
they desperately need.” —Elfrieda H. Hiebert, PhD, President and CEO, TextProject

“Book Buddies has long been my go-to resource for tutoring young readers, whether in the school 
setting, privately, virtually, or with my own children.” 
 —Heather Warley, PhD, Head Language Arts Teacher, Benchmark School, Media, PA

Large, Easy-to-  
Reproduce Format + 

Downloadable Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–3

2021, 8" x 101⁄2" Paperback, 245 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4549-0, $35.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4550-6, $85.00
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Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–2

2020 • 284 Pages 
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4055-6 
$36.00

Developing Strategic 
Young Writers through 
Genre Instruction
Resources for Grades K–2
Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD
Charles A. MacArthur, PhD
Foreword by Jill Fitzgerald, PhD

Tested and fine-tuned in K–2 class-
rooms, this book provides engaging 
lessons and materials for teaching the 
three genres of writing—opinion, 
procedural, and story—that provide a 
foundation for beginning writers’ 
persuasive, informative, and narrative 
writing skills. The authors’ approach 
integrates strategy instruction, self-
regulated learning, and dialogic 
interactions such as role play.

“A ‘must have’ and ‘must read’….This book  
will help you fill your classroom with talk and authentic  
conversations that strengthen students’ understanding of genres.”

—Amanda Lankford, EdS, Assistant Principal,  
Patterson Elementary School, Pierce County, GA

0 See page 22 of this catalog for the authors’ book on grades 3–5, 
Developing Strategic Writers through Genre Instruction.

The Early Education 
Leader’s Guide
Program Leadership and  
Professional Learning for  
the 21st Century
Nonie K. Lesaux, PhD, 
Stephanie M. Jones, PhD, 
Annie Connors, MEd, and Robin Kane
Includes Reproducible Checklists,  
Handouts, & More

GRADE RANGE: PreK–2

2019, 7" x 10" Paperback, 171 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3751-8, $32.00

 Bestselling Practitioner Guide 
and Text

Early Intervention for 
Reading Difficulties
SECOND EDITION
The Interactive Strategies Approach
Donna M. Scanlon, PhD
Kimberly L. Anderson, PhD
Joan M. Sweeney, MSEd
Includes Reproducible Forms, Handouts,  
& Picture Sorts

GRADE RANGE: K–2

2017, 7" x 10" Paperback, 450 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-2809-7, $44.00

Opt in for e-Alerts: www.guilford.com/e-alerts 
Discover more books on Early Literacy: www.guilford.com/d/edu/early

STAY UP TO DATE 
on Early Literacy Releases

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

Free For Adoption 
FREE
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20% Off + Free Shipping 
 Promotional Code FFLT2 

New

Teaching with Children’s Literature
Theory to Practice
Margaret Vaughn, PhD, Washington State University

Dixie D. Massey, PhD, University of Washington
Foreword by Elfrieda H. Hiebert, PhD

Perhaps no factor has a greater influence on children’s literacy learning than exposure to engaging, 
authentic, culturally relevant texts. This concise practitioner resource and course text helps K–8 

teachers make informed choices about using children’s literature in their classrooms, from selecting 
high-quality texts to planning instruction and promoting independent reading. The authors present 
relevant theories (such as reader response and culturally responsive pedagogy) and show how to apply 
them in practice. Every chapter features case examples, reflection questions, and learning activities for 
teachers; appendices list exemplary children’s literature.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“What is especially masterful is the authors’ ability to clearly and succinctly address the relevant 
theories that influence teacher decision making and classroom instruction….This is an invaluable 
resource for guiding the new learning of preservice teachers and supporting the continued learning 
of inservice teachers.” —Denise N. Morgan, PhD, Kent State University

“No matter where teachers may be in their careers, this book will help them be more intentional  
and thoughtful about the most important thing their students do—read!” 
 —C. C. Bates, PhD, Clemson University

Principles of Effective Literacy Instruction, 
Grades K–5
Edited by Seth A. Parsons, PhD, George Mason University

Margaret Vaughn, PhD
Foreword by Nell K. Duke, EdD

What are the principles that every elementary teacher must learn in order to plan and adapt  
successful literacy instruction? This concise course text and practitioner resource brings  

together leading experts to explain the guiding ideas that underlie effective instructional practice. 
Chapters cover core instructional topics (phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, and 
comprehension); high-quality learning environments; major issues such as assessment, differentiation,  
explicit instruction, equity, and culturally relevant pedagogy; and the importance of teachers’  
reflective practice and lifelong learning. 

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“A perfect text for preservice elementary literacy methods courses, will likely be used in reading 
specialist graduate programs, and can frame lively conversations about effective literacy instruction 
in professional learning communities.” —Barbara A. Marinak, PhD, Mount St. Mary’s University

“As a former reading specialist, classroom teacher, and administrator, I highly encourage all educa-
tional leaders to read this exceptional text for a deeper understanding of the principled approach to 
literacy instruction.” —Mary E. McNamee, MS, early childhood specialist,
 School Readiness Project, Fairfax County Government Office for Children, VA

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2021, 7" x 10" Paperback, 164 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4722-7, $32.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4723-4, $82.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub

GRADE RANGE: K–5

2021, 6" x 9" Paperback, 334 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4604-6, $35.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4607-7, $85.00
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Literacy Research  
Methodologies
THIRD EDITION
Edited by Marla H. Mallette, PhD
Nell K. Duke, EdD
Foreword by Seth A. Parsons, PhD

This definitive text presents widely used 
methods and provides students and 
researchers with a clear understanding of 
when, how, and why they are applied. 
Leading authorities describe established 
and emerging methodologies, review the 
types of questions they are suited to 
address, and identify standards for quality. 
Key issues in research design are accessibly 
discussed. Each chapter offers one or more exemplars of high-quality 
published studies to illustrate the approach in action. 

“This book describes literacy research methodologies in a way that is 
far reaching, yet clear and understandable to my doctoral students, 
who are sometimes intimidated by the topic.” 
 —Lauren Eutsler, PhD, University of North Texas

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/mallette

Literacy Assessment and 
Metacognitive Strategies
A Resource to Inform Instruction, 
PreK–12
Stephanie L. McAndrews, PhD

Packed with useful tools, this practi-
tioner guide and course text helps 
educators assess and teach essential 
literacy skills and strategies at all grade 
levels. All six literacy modalities are 
addressed—listening, speaking, reading, 
writing, viewing, and visually represent-
ing. Presented are dozens of authentic 
assessments along with differentiation 
ideas. 

“Grounded in sociocultural and 
social-constructivist theories, the text 
will be highly beneficial to my undergraduate students as they 
conduct assessments and instruction during mentoring sessions 
with elementary students.” 
 —Debra J. Coffey, EdD, Kennesaw State University

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/mcandrews

Cognitive Development for 
Academic Achievement
Building Skills and Motivation
James P. Byrnes, PhD

This integrative text spotlights what 
educators need to know about children’s 
cognitive development across grade 
levels and content areas. It provides a 
concise introduction to developmental 
neuroscience and theories of learning. 
Multiple influences on academic 
achievement and motivation are 
explored, including school, family, 
cultural, and socioeconomic factors.

“No other book has the combination of 
depth, breadth, and accessibility. It 
would be appropriate for classes in cognitive development, 
educational psychology, curriculum and instruction, and many 
more.” —David H. Uttal, PhD, Northwestern University

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/byrnes3

 Bestseller—Adopted for Professional 
Development in NYC Schools

Teaching Advanced  
Literacy Skills
A Guide for Leaders in  
Linguistically Diverse Schools
Nonie K. Lesaux, PhD
Emily Phillips Galloway, MSEd
Sky H. Marietta, EdD

Including an extended case example 
from a linguistically diverse school 
(nearly 75% English learners), this book 
guides school leaders to design and 
implement advanced literacy instruction 
through four key shifts: strengthening 
the instructional core, giving data a 
central role, using a shared curriculum, 
and providing supportive and tailored 
professional development.

“A compelling call to action, this book shows that increasing 
students’ literacy competencies is dependent not on more assess-
ment, but rather on using assessment appropriately to strengthen 
the instructional core.” —Ann Iparraguirre, EdD,  
 ELL Instructional Lead (Manhattan), New York City Public Schools

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2020 • 508 Pages  
8" x 10½" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4370-0 
$42.00

2021 • 470 Pages  
6¹⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4431-8 
$52.00

Includes Reproducible 
Forms & Templates

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2016 • 196 Pages  
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-2646-8 
$34.00

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2021 • 448 Pages  
6¹⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4713-5 
$45.00

Global Certified  
Accessible ePub
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20% Off + Free Shipping 
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Mindful of Words
SECOND EDITION
Spelling and Vocabulary Explorations, Grades 4–8
Kathy Ganske, PhD, Vanderbilt University

This treasured resource for upper-elementary and middle school teachers presents ready-to-use 
activities to advance students’ spelling and vocabulary knowledge, including academic vocabulary. 

Kathy Ganske’s research-based approach emphasizes cognitive engagement, discussion, and active 
learning. The book features firsthand tips from experienced teachers, strategies for building morpho-
logical awareness, “Did You Know?” sections with absorbing stories about specific words, discussions 
of idioms, and literature suggestions. Purchasers get access to a Web page where they can download 
and print the reproducible appendix materials. 

In a large-size format for easy photocopying, the book provides over 120 reproducible word sorts, 
organized by spelling stages, plus additional reproducible forms, word lists, and activities in the 
appendices.

CRITICAL ACCLAIM

“A great resource for upper-level word study. Ganske shares strategies and routines that can easily be 
incorporated into the instructional day through large- and small-group instruction, literacy stations, 
and independent study. Her systematic approach is well grounded in research and classroom 
experience.” —Brit Sikes, EdS, literacy specialist, Metro Nashville Public Schools, TN

“Providing concrete strategies and a rich array of instructional tools, this accessible resource for 
teachers and teacher educators expands our knowledge about what makes vocabulary so important.” 
 —Pamela A. Mason, EdD, Harvard Graduate School of Education

Large, Easy-to- 
Reproduce Format + 
Downloadable Materials

GRADE RANGE: 4–8

2021, 8" x 101⁄2" Paperback, 406 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-4427-1, $42.00

Hardcover:
ISBN 978-1-4625-4428-8, $92.00
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Word Sorts and More
SECOND EDITION
Sound, Pattern, and  
Meaning Explorations K–3
Kathy Ganske, PhD

Tens of thousands of teachers have used 
this skillfully crafted book to build 
children’s word knowledge with 
engaging categorization activities 
organized by spelling stages. Featuring 
rich classroom examples, it gives 
increased attention to teaching English 
learners, among other enhancements.  
In a large-size format for easy photo-
copying, the book includes over 200 
reproducible word, picture, and letter 
sorts, plus additional reproducible 
forms and activities in the appendices.

“Whether you are a novice or seasoned educator, Ganske provides 
comprehensive instruction for helping students to discern 
orthography and vocabulary in greater depth.”

—Connie Largent, MS, Principal,  
Stonegate Elementary School, Zionsville, IN

 Bestselling Practitioner  
Guide and Text

Word Journeys
SECOND EDITION
Assessment-Guided Phonics, Spelling, 
and Vocabulary Instruction
Kathy Ganske, PhD

This trusted teacher resource and course 
text provides a comprehensive approach 
to assessing and building children’s word 
knowledge. Kathy Ganske shows how 
carefully planned word study can 
improve students’ reading and writing 
skills while fostering their appreciation 
of language. Complete instructions are 
provided for implementing the 
Developmental Spelling Analysis, an 
easy-to-use assessment tool, and for 
tailoring instruction to learners’ 
strengths and weaknesses. 

“A useful, well-crafted tool—its organization is clear and easy to 
follow, and it is filled with information to guide the implement-
ation of a word study program.”

—Catherine A. Rosemary, PhD, John Carroll University

40,000  
In Print

140,000  
In Print

PD
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Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
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Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–3

2018 • 493 Pages  
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3333-6 
$42.00

Mindful of Words, Second Edition and Word Sorts and More, Second Edition 
present a wealth of ready-to-use word study activities. Word Journeys, Second 
Edition provides a comprehensive framework for assessing and building word 
knowledge. Order all 3 items for $89.95, instead of $132.00 if bought separately!  
Online: www.guilford.com/package/GANSKE • Phone/Mail: Cat. #GANSKE
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 New—Instant Bestseller

Executive Function Skills 
in the Classroom
Overcoming Barriers,  
Building Strategies
Laurie Faith, PhD
Carol-Anne Bush, MA
Peg Dawson, EdD

With insight and humor, this motivat-
ing guide shows how to bring executive 
functions to the forefront in K–8 
classrooms—without adopting a new 
curriculum or scripted program. It 
includes flexible, practical, research-
based ideas for implementation in a 
variety of classroom contexts.

 Global Certified Accessible ePub

 Bestseller

The Work-Smart Academic 
Planner, REVISED EDITION
Write It Down, Get It Done
Peg Dawson, EdD and Richard Guare, PhD

Help students continue a successful 
school year, whether they are learning  
at home or in the classroom. With 
55,000 in print, this academic planner 
provides an all-in-one resource for 
keeping track of assignments and due 
dates while developing the crucial 
executive skills needed to succeed in 
school and beyond. 

Executive Skills and  
Reading Comprehension
A Guide for Educators
Kelly B. Cartwright, PhD
Foreword by Nell K. Duke, EdD

This guide is the first book to highlight 
the importance of executive skills for 
improving reading comprehension. 
Chapters review the research base for 
particular executive functions—such as 
planning, organization, cognitive 
flexibility, and impulse control—and 
present practical skills-building strategies 
for the classroom.

 Bestseller

Executive Skills in  
Children and Adolescents
THIRD EDITION
A Practical Guide to Assessment  
and Intervention
Peg Dawson, EdD and Richard Guare, PhD

This influential go-to resource—with 
100,000 in print—presents effective 
ways to assess students’ strengths and 
weaknesses, create supportive instruc-
tional environments, and promote specific 
skills, such as organization, time manage-
ment, sustained attention, and emotional 
control. Strategies for individualized and 
classwide intervention are illustrated with 
vivid examples and sample scripts.

New 

Basics of Child Neuropsychology
A Primer for Educators and Clinicians
Stephen R. Hooper, PhD, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Foreword by George W. Hynd, PhD

Written expressly for non-neuropsychologists, this book offers a concise, friendly introduction to  
the developing brain and its functions. It explains how findings from neuropsychological assess-
ments can help educators to better understand and remediate children’s difficulties. A range of neuro-
developmental and medical conditions that affect learning and behavior from early childhood through 
adolescence are explored through a neuropsychological lens.

“A ‘must-have’ resource for teachers…and a text that all special education teachers and those 
preparing to teach should count among their most valuable tools.” 
 —Steve Graham, EdD, Arizona State University

October 5, 2022, 6" x 9" Paperback, 222 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-5039-5, $35.00 
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-5040-1, $85.00

Global Certified Accessible ePub
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Includes Reproducible  
Planning & Assessment 

Forms
GRADE RANGE: K–12

2015 • 284 Pages  
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-2114-2 
$34.00

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2018 • 332 Pages  
8" x 10½" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3531-6 
$44.00

Help Students 
Stay on Track!

Also from Peg Dawson, Richard Guare, and Colin Guare | Ideal for parent recommendation, the 
bestselling Smart but Scattered guides provide techniques to help kids in grades PreK–8 and 9–12 get organized, 
stay focused, and solve daily routine problems. www.guilford.com/dawson-guare

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2022 • 222 Pages 
8" x 10½" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4892-7 
$35.00

PD

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: 6–12

2017 • 136 Pages  
8½" x 11" Spiral-Bound Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3020-5 
$17.00
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https://www.guilford.com/books/Smart-but-Scattered/Dawson-Guare/9781593854454?promo=FFLT2
https://www.guilford.com/books/Smart-but-Scattered-Teens/Guare-Dawson-Guare/9781609182298?promo=FFLT2


20% Off + Free Shipping 
 Promotional Code FFLT2 

New Edition—Revised & Expanded!

The RTI Approach to 
Evaluating Learning  
Disabilities
SECOND EDITION
Joseph F. Kovaleski, DEd 
Amanda M. VanDerHeyden, PhD
Timothy J. Runge, PhD, NCSP, BCBA
Perry A. Zirkel, PhD, JD
Edward S. Shapiro, PhD

From leading authorities, this  
indispensable work is now in a revised 
and expanded second edition, presenting 
state-of-the-art tools and procedures for 
practitioners. It shows how to use response 
to intervention to evaluate K–12 
students for specific learning disabilities.

New Edition—Revised & Updated!

Safe and Healthy Schools
SECOND EDITION
Practical Prevention Strategies
Jeffrey R. Sprague, PhD
Hill M. Walker, PhD

Now in a fully revised and updated 
second edition, this authoritative 
resource provides a complete toolkit for 
designing and implementing an 
evidence-based school safety plan. 
Foremost experts guide practitioners to 
understand and prevent violence, 
bullying, and peer harassment in grades 
K–12. 

New

Supporting Adolescents 
with Autism in  
Secondary Schools
Edited by Samuel L. Odom, PhD

This book presents the first research-
based, comprehensive program 
designed to support high school 
students with autism spectrum disorder. 
It addresses four critical areas—literacy, 
social competence and peer relation-
ships, independence, and post-school 
transition preparation for students and 
their families. Chapters provide a 
roadmap for implementation of each 
component.

New—Ideal for Parent/Teacher  
Recommendation

Has Your Child Been  
Traumatized?
How to Know and What to Do to 
Promote Healing and Recovery
Melissa Goldberg Mintz, PsyD
Foreword by Jon G. Allen, PhD

Providing vital guidance for parents or 
educators struggling to help a child or 
teen heal from a traumatic experience, 
psychologist Melissa Goldberg Mintz 
explains what trauma looks like at 
different ages and why kids exposed to 
the same event may react very differently. 

New

Effective Bullying Prevention
A Comprehensive Schoolwide Approach
Adam Collins, PhD and Jason Harlacher, PhD
Foreword by Susan M. Swearer, PhD

This book presents an approach to bullying prevention grounded in evidence-based best practices, 
together with concrete guidance for weaving it sustainably into the fabric of a school. It describes 
a range of ways to support the development of prosocial skills in K–12 students, make data-based  
decisions to respond to bullying, and build partnerships across students, staff, and families.

“The illustrative examples and clearly defined processes make this book current and accessible to a variety 
of potential readers.” —Justin Gaddis, PhD, LP, Executive Director, Health Services and Well-Being,  
 Fort Worth Independent School District, TX

GRADE RANGE: K–12 

December 19, 2022, 8" x 10½" Paperback, 264 Pages, ISBN 978-1-4625-5070-8, $35.00
Hardcover: ISBN 978-1-4625-5073-9, $85.00

Large, Easy-to- 
Reproduce Format + 
Downloadable Materials

Coming in December

19

PD

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–12

October 24, 2022 
8" x 10½" Paperback, 272 Pages 

ISBN 978-1-4625-5044-9 
$38.00

Global Certified  
Accessible ePub

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: 6–12

January 18, 2023 
8" x 10½" Paperback, 202 Pages 

ISBN 978-1-4625-5105-7 
$35.00

PD

PD

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2022 • 198 Pages  
8" x 10½" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4781-4 
$35.00

2022 • 222 Pages  
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4749-4 
$14.95

Global Certified  
Accessible ePub

EXPLORE OUR TITLES IN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY  
www.guilford.com/d/pp/spase

Coming in January
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The Literacy Specialist
FOURTH EDITION
Leadership and Coaching for the 
Classroom, School, and Community
Rita M. Bean, PhD
Virginia J. Goatley, PhD

Delving into the literacy specialist’s 
multiple leadership roles, this book 
provides strategies for teaching children 
experiencing difficulty with reading and 
writing; supporting teachers through 
coaching and professional learning 
opportunities; designing curricula; 
conducting assessments at the student, 
classroom, and school levels; and 
building strong school, family, and 
community partnerships.

“This book has been a touchstone text for 
my students since the first edition…. 
I will absolutely continue to recommend 
this book to all of my literacy and leadership graduate students and 
colleagues!” —Jacy Ippolito, EdD, Salem State University

Assessment Literacy
An Educator’s Guide to  
Understanding Assessment, K–12
Thomas DeVere Wolsey, EdD
Susan Lenski, EdD
Dana L. Grisham, PhD
Foreword by Diane Lapp, EdD

Guiding current and future teachers 
through the concepts, tools, methods, 
and goals of classroom literacy assessment, 
this clear, no-nonsense book examines 
the roles of formative, summative, and 
benchmark assessments; demystifies state 
and national tests and standards; and 
shows how assessment can seamlessly 
inform instruction.

“Classroom teachers who want assess-
ments to mean more than just scores on summative tests will 
benefit from the myriad options shared. From organizers to rubrics, 
the authors offer examples across multiple disciplines as well as 
tools that can be modified for different purposes, with tips on how 
to avoid the tricks and traps along the way.” —Melissa Provost, MSEd, 

English/language arts teacher, Portsmouth Middle School, NH

Includes Reproducible  
Planning Forms & Handouts

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2020 • 194 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4207-9 
$29.00

INTERNATIONAL LITERACY ASSOCIATION MEMBERS
Learn more about Guilford and ILA’s copublished books, find additional title recommendations, and receive exclusive member offers.

www.guilford.com/ILA

Best Practices of Literacy 
Leaders, SECOND EDITION
Keys to School Improvement
Edited by Allison Swan Dagen, PhD
Rita M. Bean, PhD
Foreword by Diane Kern, PhD

Prominent experts present research-
based methods for improving instruction, 
assessment, and professional learning 
experiences in PreK–12. The distinct 
roles of teachers, reading/literacy 
specialists, literacy coaches, special 
educators, and principals are explored, 
with an emphasis on fostering a culture 
of collaboration. Chapters highlight the 
standards that apply to each component 
of a schoolwide literacy program, give 
examples of what they look like in 
schools, and share implications for classroom practice and 
professional learning.

“This book should be required reading in teacher preparation, 
teacher leadership, literacy specialist, and school leadership 
programs.”         —Cynthia E. Coburn, PhD, Northwestern University

Children’s Literature in 
the Reading Program
FIFTH EDITION
Engaging Young Readers  
in the 21st Century
Edited by Deborah A. Wooten, PhD
Lauren Aimonette Liang, PhD
Bernice E. Cullinan, PhD
Foreword by Richard L. Allington, PhD

This indispensable teacher resource and 
course text addresses the “whats,” “whys,” 
and “how-tos” of incorporating 
outstanding children’s literature into the 
K–8 reading program. A strong emphasis 
on diverse literature is woven throughout 
the fifth edition, with chapters emphasizing  
the need for books that reflect their readers and presenting dozens 
of carefully reviewed books that teachers will be eager to use in the 
classroom. 

“Critically analyzing varying genres and formats of children’s 
literature, the authors invite teachers to successfully adopt 
high-quality books on a range of topics.”

—Ruth McKoy Lowery, PhD, The Ohio State University

Copublished with the International Literacy Association

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2020 • 447 Pages  
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4228-4 
$42.00

Free For Adoption 
FREE

 
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/dagen

GRADE RANGE: K–8

2018 • 233 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3576-7 
$32.00

PD

PD

Includes Reproducible 
Forms & Worksheets

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2021 • 374 Pages  
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-4455-4 
$42.00

Free For Adoption 
FREE

 
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/bean
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GRADE RANGE: 5–12

2017 • 230 Pages  
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-2792-2 
$28.00

Large, Easy-to-
Reproduce Format  

+ Downloadable 
Materials

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2011 • 290 Pages  
8" x 101⁄2" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-60918-041-6 
$47.00

PD

PD

PD

PD

Includes  
Reproducible Forms

GRADE RANGE: K–3

2013 • 238 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-1199-0 
 $32.00

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2016 • 634 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback (© 2015) 

ISBN 978-1-4625-2791-5 
$53.00

Making Sense of Phonics
SECOND EDITION
The Hows and Whys
Isabel L. Beck, PhD
Mark E. Beck, MEd

With over 95,000 in print, this book 
provides indispensable tools and 
strategies for explicit, systematic 
phonics instruction in K–3. Teachers 
learn effective ways to build students’ 
decoding skills by teaching letter–sound 
relationships, blending, word building, 
multisyllabic decoding, fluency, and 
more.

  Free For Adoption  
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/beck10

Handbook of Social and 
Emotional Learning
Research and Practice
Edited by Joseph A. Durlak, PhD
Celene E. Domitrovich, PhD
Roger P. Weissberg, PhD
Thomas P. Gullotta, MA, MSW

Prominent editors and contributors 
describe intervention and prevention 
programs designed to build students’ 
skills for managing emotions, showing 
concern for others, making responsible 
decisions, and forming positive 
relationships. Conceptual and scientific 
underpinnings of social and emotional 
learning are explored.

Explicit Instruction
Effective and Efficient Teaching
Anita L. Archer, PhD
Charles A. Hughes, PhD

Explicit instruction is systematic,  
direct, engaging, and success oriented—
and has been shown to promote 
achievement for all students. This highly 
practical and accessible resource—with 
over 175,000 in print—provides clear 
guidelines for identifying key concepts, 
skills, and routines to teach.

GRADE RANGE: K–12

2008 • 186 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-59385-753-0 
$30.00

GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2019 • 460 Pages 
6" x 9" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-3677-1 
$47.00

Creating Robust  
 Vocabulary
Frequently Asked Questions  
and Extended Examples
Isabel L. Beck, PhD
Margaret G. McKeown, PhD
Linda Kucan, PhD

This ideal book—with over 40,000 in 
print—builds on the groundbreaking 
work of Bringing Words to Life (p. 9). 
The authors present additional tools, 
tips, and detailed explanations of such 
questions as which words to teach, 
when and how to teach them, and how 
to adapt instruction for English 
language learners.

Best Practices in  
Literacy Instruction
SIXTH EDITION
Edited by Lesley Mandel Morrow, PhD
Linda B. Gambrell, PhD

Over 95,000 preservice and inservice 
teachers have relied on this highly 
regarded text from leading experts.  
The latest knowledge about literacy 
teaching and learning is distilled 
into flexible strategies for helping all 
PreK–12 learners succeed. 

  Free For Adoption  
Consideration

www.guilford.com/p/morrow10

Literacy in the Disciplines
A Teacher’s Guide for Grades 5–12
Thomas DeVere Wolsey, EdD
Diane Lapp, EdD

Drawing from interviews with leading 
educators and professionals in science, 
mathematics, history, the arts, and other 
disciplines, the authors explain what 
disciplinary literacy is and discuss ways 
to teach close reading of complex texts, 
discipline-specific argumentation skills, 
academic vocabulary, the use of 
multimodal tools and graphic organizers, 
and more.

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

COMPANION 
WEBSITE

FREE

FREE

Visit www.guilford.com/edu to see all our education titles, including hundreds of other important resources in  
literacy, special education, school psychology, and other areas. If your school or district is looking for effective ways  
to spend grant funds from the American Rescue Plan, Title I, Title II, ESSA, IDEA, or other federal programs, you can  
also find recommended books that meet the goals of these initiatives.

Craig Thomas • Senior Editor, Education • craig.thomas@guilford.com

PD
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Close Reading of  
Informational Sources
SECOND EDITION
Assessment-Driven Instruction  
in Grades 3–8
Sunday Cummins, PhD
GRADE RANGE: 3–8

2019, 8" x 10½" Paperback, 258 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3945-1, $32.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/cummins

 Bestselling Text and Reference

Action Research in  
Education, SECOND EDITION
A Practical Guide
Sara Efrat Efron, EdD
Ruth Ravid, PhD
GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2020, 73⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback, 276 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-4161-4, $47.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/efron

Language and Literacy 
Development, SECOND EDITION
What Educators Need to Know
James P. Byrnes, PhD
Barbara A. Wasik, PhD
GRADE RANGE:  PreK–12

2019, 6¹⁄8" x 9¼" Paperback, 464 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-4004-4, $47.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/byrnes2

Child and Adolescent  
Development for  
Educators, SECOND EDITION
Christine B. McCormick, PhD
David G. Scherer, PhD
GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2018, 7" x 10" Paperback, 496 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3468-5, $62.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/mccormick2

Comprehensive Reading 
Intervention in Grades 3-8
Fostering Word Learning,  
Comprehension, and Motivation
Lynn M. Gelzheiser, EdD
Donna M. Scanlon, PhD
Laura Hallgren-Flynn, MS
Peggy Connors, MS
GRADE RANGE: 3–8

2019, 7" x 10" Paperback, 372 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-3555-2, $37.00

Disciplinary and Content 
Literacy for Today’s  
Adolescents, SIXTH EDITION
Honoring Diversity and  
Building Competence
William G. Brozo, PhD
GRADE RANGE: 6–12

2017, 7" x 10" Paperback, 430 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3008-3, $57.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/brozo

Building Literacy with 
English Language Learners
SECOND EDITION
Insights from Linguistics
Kristin Lems, EdD
Leah D. Miller, MA
Tenena M. Soro, PhD
GRADE RANGE: PreK–12

2017, 6" x 9" Paperback, 334 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3159-2, $33.00

FREE

Free For Adoption Consideration
www.guilford.com/p/lems

Vocabulary Assessment 
to Support Instruction
Building Rich Word-Learning  
Experiences
Margaret G. McKeown, PhD
Paul D. Deane, PhD
Judith A. Scott, PhD
Robert Krovetz, PhD
René R. Lawless, EdM
GRADE RANGE: K–12

2017, 6" x 9" Paperback, 254 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-3079-3, $32.00

Explaining Reading
THIRD EDITION
A Resource for Explicit Teaching  
of the Common Core Standards
Gerald G. Duffy, EdD
GRADE RANGE: K–8

2014, 6" x 9" Paperback, 258 Pages
ISBN 978-1-4625-1556-1, $32.00

Developing Strategic 
Writers through Genre 
Instruction
Resources for Grades 3–5
Zoi A. Philippakos, PhD
Charles A. MacArthur, PhD
David L. Coker Jr., EdD
GRADE RANGE: 3–5

2015, 8" x 10½" Paperback, 260 Pages 
ISBN 978-1-4625-2032-9, $37.00
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 New Edition of a Bestselling Text 
and Reference— 
Revised & Updated!

Writing a Proposal for Your 
Dissertation, SECOND EDITION
Guidelines and Examples
Steven R. Terrell, PhD 

The encouraging book that has guided 
thousands of students step by step through 
crafting a strong dissertation proposal is 
now in a thoroughly revised second 
edition. It includes new guidance for 
developing methodology-specific problem 
statements, an expanded discussion of the 
literature review, coverage of the four-
chapter dissertation model, and more. 

“The book is comprehensive in its coverage of topics, provides clear 
and concise examples, is affordable, and is a valuable asset for my 
doctoral students.” —Steven B. Mertens, PhD, Illinois State University
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2022 • 320 Pages 
7" x 10" Paperback 

ISBN 978-1-4625-5023-4 
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